Disclaimer
Shinzi Network Is a new innovative token looking
to change the crypto sphere with a brand new
Layer One Blockchain currently being built by a
well known Developer, the project is a major
step forward in Blockchain Technology offering,
high speed, low fees, private transactions and an
unruggable dex. Accompanied by a
exchange/crypto research and monitoring
website that will compete with some of the well
known names you guys all know and love in this
crypto space. This is an opportunity to be at the
beginning of something huge. Imagine being
one of the ﬁrst holders of BNB or SOL, this could
be you, Our community is growing and has bin
organic no bots no fake members. L1 Blockchain
is currently under development.

Introduction
Shinzi Network Is a new innovative token looking
to change the crypto sphere with a brand new
Layer One Blockchain currently being built by a
well known Developer, the project is a major step
forward in Blockchain Technology offering, high
speed, low fees, private transactions and an
unruggable dex. Accompanied by a exchange /
crypto research and monitoring website that will
compete with some of the well known names you
guys all know and love in this crypto space. This is
an opportunity to be at the beginning of
something huge. Imagine being one of the ﬁrst
holders of BNB or SOL, this could be you, Our
community is growing and has bin organic no
bots no fake members. L1 Blockchain is currently
under development.

Why Shinzi Network
You had your Binance, you've had your Matic, we now
bring you Shinzi Network, a blooming blockchain, what's
not to love? The dev who has doxed hasn't ever given up
and taken this project from strength to strength, liquidity
locked for 3 months with plans to extend the lock as
needed. Not only rewarding the holders and our strong
community army, but the token on a whole will also be
bridged with popular blockchains like Polygon,
Ethereum, Fantom, Cardano soon.

The team is a group of based professionals with one
common goal. The team is also actively recruiting
professionals which would help in the growth on the
blockchain.
We are also in the process of releasing 3d NFTS. Got a
lot up our sleeves, just wait for it!

Ecosystem
The Shinzi Network
ecosystem is simple and
easily accessible. Moreover,
the ecosystem offers several
advantages: rewards, gifts,
NFT themed videogame,
branded merchandising
and especially huge
earnings.
Things to watch out for:

NFT’s

Metaverse
(P2E included)

Merchandise

Shinziverse
The Shinziverse is going to be one of a kind
metaverse. The team is already working with
highly skilled graphic designers, coders, and
marketers to ensure a smooth transition into the
Shinziverse. The holders of Shinzi Network would
be given a whitelist so that they have a shot at
buying land on the Shinziverse before anyone else.

Exchanges

Pancakeswap
(Trading)

Coinmarketcap
(Applied)

Contract Address0xb58705818ed1cd68c7419b914db67edd0d781f9b

Coingecko
(Applied)

Trust and Transparency
Cryptocurrency has exploded over the past year, making
its way intomainstream media, traditional institutions
and reaching all-timehighs. Due to this, cryptocurrencies
and blockchain technologies areconsistently growing,
creating excitement and hysteria in this newsector. But,
unfortunately, this space is extremely vulnerable,
resulting in individuals committing immoral activities
such as rugpulls, honeypots, and other malicious
manoeuvres. This is the mainreason why Shinzi Network
was created. Shinzi Network mission is toprovide a safe
environment for its investors where they can sleep
comfortably at night and do not have to be concerned
about being scammed. The team is doxed and regularly
joins video chats on their Telegram to ensure
transparency and an ethical space within the community.
They are constantly active on Telegram, where they are
more than happy to communicate with its members
through voicechat or text. The team cherishes honesty
and integrity in this space, and they endeavour to prove it.

Tokenomics
Taxes
Buy Tax- 0%
Sell Tax – 25%
(Will be reduced at a higher market cap)
Total Supply
100,000,000
Max Wallet
2% of the Supply (2 Million Tokens)
Address
0xb58705818ed1cd68c7419b914db67edd0d781f9b

Further
Development & Vision
The team for Shinzi Network has already rolled out
heavy marketing, getting on board famous
inﬂuencers and celebrities for the initial
promotions of the coin along with that the team
has engaged the Shinzi Network community in
various competitions like Shilling competition,
logo designing contest, meme making
competition and Biggest Buy competitions.
The details of the entire bridge with other
lockchains will be revealed in the next whitepaper,
termed “Whitepaper v2”. The team for Shinzi
Network has left no stone unturned in marketing
and community engagement, making sure that
Shinzi Network has a bright future ahead,
which shall reward all its holders.

Shinzi Network
Contact Us

https://t.me/ShinziNetwork

http://www.shinzi.network/

https://mobile.twitter.com/ShinziNetwork

